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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the variation and standard deviation of 
recurrence times in discrete dynamical systems. The first sections of 
the paper deal with dynamical systems ( ),, fS  where f acts as a cyclic 
permutation on a finite set S. When A is a subset of S, an expression is 
derived for the standard deviation Aσ  of the recurrence times of 
points in A, and the maximum and minimum of Aσ  are derived over 
sets A in the family sr ,A  of subsets of S that have r gaps and s 
elements. The results are applied to the case of more general discrete 
systems obtained as a countable “sum” of finite systems. Various 
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aspects are discussed, and interpreted geometrically in some cases. 
Whereas the average value of the recurrence time is finite, the standard 
deviation of the recurrence time in some of these systems may be 
infinite. 
1. Introduction 
A dynamical system is a set S together with a transformation .: SSf →  
If S is finite we say that the system is finite. Assume for the moment that S 
has a σ-algebra of subsets that has an f-invariant probability measure μ. A 
modern formulation of the Recurrence Theorem of Henri Poincaré says that 
if A is a set in the σ-algebra, then μ-almost all points of A return to A under 
some iterate of f, and the smallest number of iterates required is called the 
recurrence time for the point. See Brown [2] and Petersen [11] for a 
discussion, for example. In ergodic systems, and when ( ) ,0>μ A  Kac [7] 
showed that the average value of this recurrence time is ( ).1 Aμ  The question 
arises as to the variation, predictability and uncertainty of the recurrence 
times. Formulas for the moments of recurrence times in the context of 
stationary stochastic processes were derived by Blum and Rosenblatt [1], and 
in the same context a formula for the standard deviation of the recurrence 
time was proved by Kasteleyn [8]. A discussion of some of these matters is 
also in Ismael [6] and Chapter 4 of [9]. 
The present note is concerned with the variation in recurrence times in 
discrete dynamical systems. In the earlier sections, we consider when ( )fS,  
is a finite dynamical system, and f is a cyclic permutation on S. It should 
possibly be noted that every finite dynamical system ( )gT ,  contains a 
dynamical system of this type. For, in any such system, and with ng  
denoting the nth iterate of g, we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) .32 ⊇⊇⊇⊇ TgTgTgT  
As T is finite, there is a least value N∈n  such that ( ) ( ).1 TgTg nn +=  If we 
put ( ),TgY n=  then we see that YYg →:  and that ( ) ( ( )) == TggYg n  
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( ) .1 YTg n =+  But as Y is finite, this means g is a permutation on Y. But every 
permutation is a composition of cycles, so g acts as a cyclic permutation f on 
some subset S of Y, so that ( )fS,  is a system of the required type. 
Results concerning the standard deviation of recurrence times in finite 
systems are derived, and these relate to how the points of A are distributed 
throughout S. There are results about what configurations of points in a set A 
maximize or minimize the standard deviation of recurrence times for A, 
where there are restrictions on the set A. Some of these have intuitive 
geometric interpretations. The results for finite systems are then applied to 
discrete systems that are finite or countably infinite “sums” of finite systems. 
Section 2 sets up the notation and concepts to be used. Section 3 derives 
Kac’s formula for the average of the recurrence times in a finite system with 
some new observations. The remaining sections present new results on the 
variation of recurrence times in the above-mentioned families of discrete 
systems. 
2. Preliminaries 
If A is a finite set, then A  will denote the number of elements in A, and 
may be called the size of A. Let f  be a cyclic permutation on a finite set S. Put 
Sq =  and let us suppose that { },...,,, 110 −= quuuS  where the elements 
are listed so that ( ) ( ) ( )211201 ...,,, −− === qq ufuufuufu  and =0u  
( ).1−quf  Then S may be visualized as consisting of the qth roots of unity, 
with qijj eu
π= 2  for ,1...,,1,0 −= qj  and then f corresponds to an 
anticlockwise rotation through .2 qπ  This idea is included in Figure 1. 
A subset A of S is called an arc if it is of the form { }kjj uuu ...,,, 1+  for 
some ,10 −≤≤≤ qkj  or of the form { }kqj uuuuu ...,,,,...,, 101−  for some 
.10 −≤<≤ qjk  In each of these cases, we call ju  the beginning point of 
the arc, and ku  the end point of the arc. Given two arcs J and K, we say that 
J, K are consecutive if f maps the end point of J to the beginning point of K. 
Two arcs of S are separated if their union is not an arc. 
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The notion of an arc in S is analogous to the usual meaning of the term 
when S is regarded as the set of qth roots of unity in the unit circle T  as we 
proceed in an anti-clockwise manner. Any non-empty subset A of S may be 








=  (2.1) 
where { },...,,2,1 qr ∈  and the arcs rJJJ ...,,, 21  are separated. The 
expression of A as in (2.1) is called the decomposition of A and the arcs 
rJJJ ...,,, 21  are called the components of A. Note that if ,SA =  then we 
have 1=r  and A consists of a single arc. Because the components are 
separated, provided that A is a proper subset of S, the complement cA  of A 









=  (2.2) 
The arcs jJ  and jK  in (2.1) and (2.2) may be numbered so that the arcs 
12211 ,,...,,,,, JKJKJKJ rr  are consecutive. That is, in the circle 
interpretation, starting with ,1J  as we proceed anti-clockwise around the 
circle ,T  we encounter rr KJJKJK ,...,,,,, 3221  and 1J  in that order. We 
may assume that the arcs have been numbered in this way. We call jK  the 
gap between jJ  and 1+jJ  for 1...,,2,1 −= rj  and rK  is called the gap 
between rJ  and .1J  Note that if a subset A of S has r components, then 
,Ar ≤  SAr ≤+  and .2Sr ≤  Also, SAr =+  if and only if 
the components of cA  are single points; while rA =  if and only if all 
components of A are single points. 
Given a non-empty subset A of S, a cyclic permutation f of S as above, 
and ,Ax ∈  there is N∈n  such that ( ) ,Axf n ∈  and we define 
 ( ) { ( ) }.and:min Axfnnx nA ∈∈=Θ N  (2.3) 
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If ,Ax ∈  then ( )xAΘ  is called the recurrence time of x (relative to A). Note 
that for ( ) ( )AfxfAx ∈∈ ,  and 
( ) ( )( ) ( ).xxf AAf Θ=Θ  
Thus, A and ( )Af  have the same recurrence properties, so that recurrence 
phenomena are invariant under f. 
 
Figure 1. On the left and the right, the black and grey points together 
comprise the set S, in this case the 18th roots of unity. The transformation f 
on S is an anticlockwise rotation through 20°. On the left, the black points 
define a subset A of S, and the recurrence time of every point of A is 2. So, 
for the set A, the recurrence times are completely predictable. On the right, 
the black points define a subset B of S, whose points have recurrence times 1, 
2, 3 or 4. So, if all we know is that a point is in B, its recurrence time is not 
predictable. The question is: how much variation can occur and what 
determines it? 
3. Recurrence Times and Kac’s Formula 
We continue to consider a finite system ( ),, fS  where f is a cyclic 
permutation on S. The recurrence times of points in a subset A of S are 
determined by the size of the arcs in the decomposition of S, and by the size 
of the gaps between the arcs. Thus, if ∪rj jJA 1==  is the decomposition of 
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A as in (2.1), and if jJx ∈  but x is not the endpoint of A, then ( ) ;1=Θ xA  
but if x is the endpoint of ,jJ  ( )xAΘ  is 1 plus the size of the gap between x 
and the beginning point of the next arc in the decomposition. Specifically, if 
x is the endpoint of jJ  and if ( ) ,kxA =Θ  then ( ) ( ) ...,,,
2 xfxfK j =  
( ).1 xf k−  We see that ( ) 1+−≤Θ ASxA  for all .Ax ∈  The following 
gives us an idea of the possible distribution of the recurrence times. 
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a finite set with ,2≥S  let SA ⊆  and let f be a 
cyclic permutation on S, as above. Also, as above, ( )xAΘ  denotes the 
recurrence time of Ax ∈  relative to A. Then the following statements hold: 
  (i) For all ( ) { }.1...,,2,1, +−∈Θ∈ ASxAx A  
 (ii) For all { },...,,3,2 Sk ∈  






≤=Θ∈  (3.1) 
(iii) Given { },...,,3,2 Sk ∈  equality holds in (3.1) if and only if every 
point of A has recurrence time 1 or k, in which case 1−k  divides AS −  
and A has ( ) ( )1−− kAS  components. 
(iv) If there is a point of A with recurrence time ,S  then 1=A  and 
equality holds in (3.1) with both sides being equal to 1. 
(v) If the subset A has a decomposition with r components, we have 
 ( ){ } ,11:1 A
rxandAxxA A −==Θ∈  (3.2) 
and the maximum possible recurrence time for a point in A is rAS −−  
.2+  This is attained when there is a gap of size 1 between 1−r  components 
of the decomposition of A and the size of the remaining gap is rAS −−  
.1+  
Proof. (i) It was noted above that ( ) { }.1...,,2,1 +−∈Θ ASxA  
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 (ii) Let { }Sk ...,,3,2∈  and suppose there are  elements in A such 
that ( ) .kxA =Θ  Then, by the above remarks we have ( ),1−≥ kA
c  from 
which (3.1) follows. 
(iii) Suppose { }Sk ...,,3,2∈  is given. If equality holds in (3.1), we 
have 
 ( ) ( ){ } ,and:1 ASkxAxxk A −==Θ∈−  (3.3) 
and so 1−k  divides .AS −  But each Ax ∈  with ( ) kxA =Θ  produces 
an arc in the decomposition of cA  having 1−k  elements, so we deduce from 
(3.3) that the union of such arcs is the whole of .cA  This means that all 
points x of A with ( ) kxA ≠Θ  must have ( ) .1=Θ xA  It then follows that A 
has ( ) ( )1−− kAS  components. 
On the other hand, if every point of A has recurrence time 1 or k, we see 
that cA  will have ( ){ }kxAxx A =Θ∈ and:  components, each having 
1−k  elements. So, 
( ) ( ){ } ,and:1 SkxAxxkA A ==Θ∈−+  
and equality holds in (3.1). 
(iv) If there is a point of A with recurrence time ,S  then we see that 
1=A  and equality holds for Sk =  in (3.1) with both sides of the 
inequality being equal to 1. 
(v) When A has r components, ( ){ } ,1and: rAxAxx A −==Θ∈  
and (3.2) follows. The final statement is immediate on realising that the 
maximum possible recurrence time comes from having a gap of maximum 
possible size in the decomposition, and then calculating the size of the gap 
and the corresponding recurrence time. ~ 
The average of Θ over A is defined to be ( )∑ ∈ ΘAx A Ax .  In a general 
ergodic dynamical system, Kac [7] derived a formula for the average 
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recurrence time for a given measurable subset of positive measure. Here, 
because the system is finite, we can give a very quick derivation based on 
counting the recurrence times of the elements of the subset. 
Theorem 3.2 (Kac’s formula, finite version). Let ( )fS,  be a finite 
dynamical system, let f act as a cyclic permutation on S, and let A be a non-
empty subset of S. Then the average of the recurrence time AΘ  over A 
equals .AS  
Proof. Write the decompositions of A and cA  as in (2.1) and (2.2). Then, 
using the remarks at the beginning of this section, we see that the average of 



































Note that Kac’s formula shows that the average recurrence time depends 
only upon the number of points in the set A, and not upon the distribution of 
the points of A throughout S. However, we shall see that for the variation of 
recurrence times, the distribution of the points of A in S affects the variation. 
4. The Recurrence Formula and the Standard Deviation 
We continue to consider a finite dynamical system ( ),, fS  where f is 
acting as a cyclic permutation. If A is a non-empty subset of S and ( )xAΘ  
denotes the recurrence time of points ,Ax ∈  the standard deviation of AΘ  











1 2  (4.1) 
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The standard deviation is a measure of how much the recurrence times 
( )xAΘ  vary from their average value ,AS  as given by Kac’s formula 
in Theorem 3.2. The variation of AΘ  is defined to be .
2
Aσ  As ( ) ,SxA ≤Θ  










follows from the definition. Note that if ,SA =  then 1=ΘA  and .0=σA  
So, our discussion assumes that A is a non-empty but proper subset of S and 
we assume that its decomposition consists of r arcs as in (2.1). Then the 
decomposition of cA  also consists of r arcs, say ....,,, 21 rKKK  Using (4.1) 






























































r  (4.2) 
Note that Aσ  depends upon the sizes jK  of the gaps arising from the 
decomposition of ,cA  but it does not depend upon the order in which the 
gaps appear. 
The following result is a special case of well-known results concerning 
extreme values of convex functions, see [12, pp. 122-126], for example. It is 
included here to make the exposition as complete and as accessible as 
possible. 
















jrr bxandxxxxxZ  
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Let .R∈a  Let [ )∞→ ,0: Zh  be the function given by 








21 ....,,,  (4.3) 
Then h attains a maximum and a minimum over Z. The maximum occurs at 
the r points of the form ( )1...,,1,1,1...,,1 +− rb  and equals ( )21+−− rab  
( ) ( ) .11 2−−+ ar  The minimum occurs at a unique point which is 
( )rbrbrb ...,,,  and it equals ( ) .2arbr −  
Proof. Clearly, h is continuous on Z and so attains a maximum and a 
minimum over Z, since Z is closed and bounded in rR  (see [10, p. 114] or 
[13, pp. 115 and 119], for example). Note the symmetry property of h, which 
is that h has the same value at ( )rxx ...,,1  and at any point obtained by 
rearranging the .jx  
Now, let us suppose h attains a maximum at ( ) Zxxxx r ∈= ...,,, 21  
with, say, 11 >x  and .12 >x  Put ( ) ....,,,1,1 321 Zxxxxx r ∈−+=′  Then 
Zx ∈′  and we have 




21 11 axaxaaxxxhxh −−−−−+−−+=−′  
( )12 2121 +−−= xxxx  
( ) ( )112 21 −−= xx  
,0>  
which contradicts the assumption that h has a maximum over Z at x. Thus, by 
the symmetry property of h, we see that the points in Z where h attains its 
maximum are precisely those of the form ( ),1...,,1,1,1...,,1 +− rb  where 
1+− rb  is in position j for some { }....,,2,1 rj ∈  Also, we see that the 
maximum of h over Z is the value of h at each of these points, which is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ,111 22 −−++−− arrab  as stated. 
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In considering the minimum of h over Z, we show first that this occurs at 
a unique point in Z. Then the symmetry property of h implies that all 
coordinates of the point where the minimum occurs must be equal. So, let us 
assume that h has a minimum value m at points ., Zvu ∈  Putting =u  
( )ruu ...,,1  and ( ),...,,1 rvvv =  and noting that ( ) ( ) ,mvhuh ==  a 
straightforward calculation gives 































which implies that ( )∑ = =−
r
j jj vu1
2 ,0  so that .vu =  Thus, h assumes its 
minimum at a unique point, all coordinates of this point must be equal by 
symmetry, so the minimum is assumed at ( )....,,, rbrbrb  We also see that 
the minimum value is ( ) .2arbr −  ~ 
We will use the preceding result to show that under the given conditions, 
the maximum of the standard deviation of the recurrence times, taken over all 
subsets A with a given number of points and a given number of components, 
is attained when the components are as close together as possible, but with 
two components having a larger gap, in general. The corresponding 
minimum is attained when the components have the same number of points 
and are equally spaced. 
Now, let ( )fS,  be a finite dynamical system with 2≥S  and assume 
that f acts as a cyclic permutation on S. Then, if { }1...,,2,1, −∈ Ssr  with 
,sr ≤  make the definition that sr,A  consists of the family of all subsets A 
of S such that sA =  and the decomposition of A consists of r arcs. The 
following result gives the maximum and the minimum of the standard 
deviation over a set ., srA  
Theorem 4.2. Let ( )fS,  be a finite dynamical system where f acts as a 
cyclic permutation on S and .2≥S  Let { }1...,,2,1, −∈ Ssr  be given 
with .sr ≤  Then 





















































The maximum in (4.4) is attained for any set A in sr,A  such that in the 
decomposition of A the size of the gap between 1−r  consecutive arcs is 1, 
while the size of the remaining gap is .1+−− srS  The minimum in (4.5) 
is attained for any set A in sr,A  such that in the decomposition of A, the size 
of all gaps between consecutive arcs is ( ) .rsS −  












.  (4.6) 
The idea is to use Lemma 4.1. In view of (4.2) and (4.6), observe that the 
problem is equivalent to finding the maxima and minima of the function :h  
[ )∞→ ,0rR  given by 














Sxxxxh  (4.7) 
subject to the conditions that 







.  (4.8) 
However, note that for the maxima and minima of the standard deviation 
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over sr,A  we need to have them occurring for positive integer values of 
....,,, 21 rxxx  
Now, the conditions on ( )rxxx ...,,, 21  in (4.8) define a subset Z of 
rR  
and, in fact, we see that Lemma 4.1 now applies to h over Z with h as given 
in (4.7) and with 1−= sSa  and .sSb −=  By Lemma 4.1, the 
maximum of h over Z occurs at the points ,...,,, 21 reee  where 
( ),1...,,1,1,1...,,1 +−−= rsSe j  
and 1+−− rsS  is in position j. Note that the coordinates of je  are all 
positive integers. Also, this maximum value is 
















Consequently, using (4.2) and (4.7), we see that the maximum value of 2Aσ  































and so the conclusion (4.4) follows. 
Lemma 4.1 applies also to considering the minimum, and we see that h 













and note that because we are assuming that r divides ,sS −  the coordinates 
of this point are positive integers and so will give a minimum for the 
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Thus, again using (4.2) and (4.7), we see that the minimum value of 2Aσ  over 









































r  (4.9) 
and the statement about the minimum of 2Aσ  follows. ~ 
The following result derives from Theorem 4.2 and gives an estimate on 
the size of the standard deviation of the recurrence time over A in terms of 
the number of elements of A only. 
Corollary 4.3. If A is any non-empty subset of S and Aσ  is the standard 
deviation as in Theorem 4.2 above, we have 
.6 21−≤σ ASA  
Proof. We put As =  as in Theorem 4.2 and we have ,Ssr ≤≤  
Ssr ≤+  and .2≥S  So, 110 ≤−≤ sr  and ( ) .11 ≤− sr  By the first 



























































































⋅=  ~ 
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A special case of Theorem 4.2 is when ,sSr −=  which is when the 
sizes of the gaps arising from the decomposition of A all equal 1. In this case, 
by (4.2), the standard deviation is the same for all elements of ,, srA  so the 
maximum and minimum in (4.4) and (4.5) are equal and a calculation using 















Note also that in Theorem 4.2 the expression for the maximum value 
looks complicated compared with the one for the minimum value. This is not 
too surprising, as the minimum is attained when the points in the minimising 
set are equally spaced, but for the maximising set the points are irregularly 
spaced (see Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. On the left and the right the set S consists of the 18th roots of 
unity, as in Figure 1. On the left, the set A given by the black dots is in 
.12,3A  Note that 3 divides into .61218 =−  The components of A are equally 
spaced and so the set A minimizes the standard deviation of the recurrence 
time over the sets in .12,3A  On the right, the set B indicated by the black dots 
is also in .12,3A  This time the components are placed as close together as 
possible, but of necessity leaving a larger gap between 2 of the components. 
So, the set B maximizes the standard deviation of the recurrence time over 
the sets in .12,3A  
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Another special case of interest in Theorem 4.2 is when the components 
of A are single points, a condition equivalent to having .sr =  In this case, if 
s divides ,sS −  the minimum in (4.5) is 0, and arises from having the s 
points in ssA ,A∈  equally spaced around the unit circle, if we interpret the 
system as in Figure 1. Now, for the maximum, (4.4) gives that the maximum 







Ss  (4.10) 
 
Figure 3. The graph illustrates how the maximum of the standard deviation 
varies when 24=S  and .sr =  The latter condition is equivalent to 
requiring that the components of any set ssA ,A∈  consist of single points. 
In accordance with (4.10), the graph is of the function ( ).2241 −− sss  
If we restrict ourselves to discrete values only, as needed in a discrete 
context, the function maximum is at .2=s  
Figure 3 illustrates the maximum of the standard deviation when sr =  
and .24=S  In the general case, still with sr =  but where S  is given but 
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arbitrary, the maximum occurs again for .2=s  An intuitive interpretation is 
as follows. When ,1== sr  the recurrence time is constant and so the 
standard deviation is 0. When ,2== sr  the maximum of Aσ  is when one 
point has recurrence time 2, the other has recurrence time .2−S  As more 
points are added the maximum recurrence time needed for a maximum of 
Aσ  decreases, and there is “less room” to deviate from the average value. 
More precisely, the maximum of the function ( )21 −− sSss  occurs 
at ( ) ,4162 SSS ++−  which is less than 2 and approaches 2 as 
.∞→S  So, when considering only discrete values, the maximum must 
occur at 2=s  regardless of the value of .S  
Now, let S be a given finite set, and let { }Ss ...,,3,2∈  be given. 
Considering (4.4), the maximum of Aσ  over the sets srA ,A∈  is given by 































Allowing r for the moment to take on real values, a calculation of the 
derivative shows that 
( ) ( ) ( )( ).212
1 rsSrsfrf −−+−=
′  
This implies that f is decreasing as a function of r, because Srs ≤+  and 
so ( ) .0<′ rf  Intuitively, we can interpret this as follows. As r increases, 
there are more gaps in the decomposition of sets in ., srA  This generally 
causes the recurrence times to decrease, and they have a narrower range of 
values which causes the standard deviation to decrease. Even so, it may 
happen that BA σ<σ  even if srA ,A∈  and .,1 srB +∈ A  
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⎛ − rrrr  
which comes from (4.4) taking 24=S  and .16=A  It shows how the 
maximum of Aσ  over subsets A with 16=A  and a given number r of gaps 
decreases as more gaps are allowed in the decomposition of the sets A. 
 





⎛ − sss  which comes 
from (4.5) taking 48=S  and .6=r  For { }42,36,30,24,18,12,6∈s  
the function value is the minimum of ,Aσ  over subsets .,6 sA A∈  So, the 
graph shows how the minimum of the standard deviation ,Aσ  taken over 
,,6 sA A∈  varies with s. Note that because we only consider subsets having 
6 components, we must have .42≤s  
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Now, consider what happens when the number r of gaps is kept fixed, 
but the number s of elements in a subset A of S varies. (See Figure 5 for a 
special case.) In general, if r is given, by (4.5) the minimum of Aσ  taken over 
sets ,, srA A∈  is the minimum of the function ( ) ,11 −−→ rssSs  
taken over .rSsr −≤≤  A calculation shows that this occurs at 






=  (4.11) 
A way of thinking about this is that if s is small and srA ,A∈  has a small 
standard deviation, as points are added one-by-one to the A, the minimum 
possible standard deviation may increase for a while - but, as points continue 
to be added, the set becomes more “crowded”, the recurrence times are 
reduced regardless of how the points are added, and so beyond the point 
( )rs0  in (4.11) the minimum standard deviation decreases. 
5. Recurrence Phenomena in Countable Sums of Finite Systems 
Let Z denote either the set N  or a finite set. Then, for each ,Zj ∈  let jS  
be a non-empty finite set and let jf  be a cyclic permutation on .jS  Thus, 
( )jj fS ,  is a finite dynamical system of the type considered in the previous 
sections. Assume that the sets ( ) ZjjS ∈  are disjoint. Define a set S and the 





=  and ( ) ( ),xfxf j=  for .jSx ∈  
Then f is a one-to-one and onto transformation on S. The dynamical system 
( )fS,  is called the sum of the dynamical systems ( ) ., Zjjj fS ∈  
Furthermore, for each ,Zj ∈  let ( ]1,0∈jw  be such that ∑ ∈ =Zj jw .1  
The numbers jw  are called weights. Then, when ,SA ⊆  we put 
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and it may be called the probability of A. Note that if ,jSx ∈  then { }( ) =xP  
.jj Sw  It is significant that f is P-invariant, in the sense that if ,SA ⊆  
( ( )) ( ).1 APAfP =−  In fact, the following result shows that if ( )fS,  is any 
dynamical system where S is countable and where f  is P-invariant, then it is a 
sum of systems of the type above. 
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a finite or countable set and for each ,Sx ∈  let 
0>xv  and suppose that ∑ ∈ =Sx xv .1  When ,SA ⊆  put ( ) ∑ ∈= Ax xvAP .  
Let f be a transformation on S that is P-invariant, meaning that ( ( ))AfP 1−  
( )AP=  for all .SA ⊆  Then there is a subset Z of S such that for each 
Zz ∈  there is a finite set zS  such that f acts as a cyclic permutation zf  on 
,zS  the sets ( ) ZzzS ∈  are pairwise disjoint, { }( )xP  has the same value for all 
,zSx ∈  ( )fS,  is the sum of the systems ( ) ,, Zzzz fS ∈  and f is a one-to-one 
and onto transformation on S. 
Proof. Just within this proof, we will write ( )yP  for { }( )yP  when .Sy ∈  
Now, let .Sx ∈  Then ( )( ).1 xffx −∈  So, ( ) ( ( )( )) ( )( ).1 xfPxffPxP =≤ −  
Repeating this step gives 
( ) ( )( ) ( ( )) .0 2 ≤≤≤< xfPxfPxP  
If all the points ( ) ( ) ...,,, 2 xfxfx  are distinct, then we would deduce that 







n xfPSP  
a contradiction. So, there is a minimum value of N∈n  such that ( ) =xf n  
( )xf m  for some .10 −≤≤ nm  Then f acts as a cyclic permutation on the set 
{ ( ) ( ) ( )}....,,, 11 xfxfxfT nmmx
−+=  Now we have ( ) ( ( ))xffxf jj 11 −− ∈  
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so ( ( )) ( ( ( ))) ( ( )).11 xfPxffPxfP jjj =≤ −−  Also, ( ) ( ( )),11 xffxf mn −− ∈  
and we deduce similarly that ( ( )) ( ( )).1 xfPxfP mn ≤−  Thus, 
( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )),121 xfPxfPxfPxfPxfP mnmmm ≤≤≤≤≤ −++  
and it follows that for all points y in ( )yPTx ,  has the same value. So, if xf  
denotes the restriction of f  to ,xT  we see that xT  is finite, that xf  acts as a 
cyclic permutation on ,xT  and that for each point w in ,xT  ( )wP  has the 
same value. We put ∪ Sx xTT ∈= ,  and note that .: TTf →  
Now it is clear that as xf  acts as a cyclic permutation on ,xT  given 
,, Syx ∈  either yx TT =  or .∅=yx TT ∩  Thus, there is a subset Z of S 





== .  
We claim that ,ST =  and it will then follow that ( )fS,  is the sum of the 
dynamical systems ( ) ., Zzzz fS ∈  Let us assume that .∅≠
cT  Then cTf :  
.cT→  For, if not, ( ) .1 ∅≠− TfT c ∩  We would then have 
( ) ( ( )) ( ( ( )))TfTTPTfPTP c 11 −− == ∩∪  
( ) ( ( )) ( ),1 TPTfTPTP c >+= −∩  
a contradiction. We deduce that .: cc TTf →  Now as ,∅≠cT  the above 
analysis can be applied to the dynamical system ( )fT c ,  in place of ( ),, fS  
and so cT  must contain a finite set upon which f  acts as a cyclic permutation. 
However, this is impossible, since the construction of the system ( )fT ,  
ensures that it contains every finite subset of S upon which f acts as a cyclic 
permutation. We deduce that ,∅=cT  and then we see that ( )fS,  is the 
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sum of the systems ( ) ., Zzzz fT ∈  The fact that f is one-to-one and onto is 
immediate from this, and from the fact that each cyclic permutation zf  is 
one-to-one and onto on the set .zT  ~ 
Now, let ( )fS,  be the sum of the finite dynamical systems ( ) ZjjS ∈  as 
described above, and let SA ⊆  be given. For ,Ax∈  we define the recurrence 
time ( )xAΘ  as in (2.3). Note for ,jSAx ∩∈  ( )xAΘ  in the system ( )fS,  
equals ( )xjSA∩Θ  in the system ( )., jj fS  The expectation or average of AΘ  
over A in ( )fS,  is 





1  (5.2) 
Now, observe that the earlier results apply to each finite dynamical system 
( )., jj fS  In particular, if Zj ∈  and ,∅≠jSA ∩  then we have from 







.  (5.3) 
The following result is a form of Kac’s theorem for a system that is a 
direct sum. 
Theorem 5.2. Let Z denote either the set N  or a finite set. For each 
,Zj ∈  let jS  be a non-empty finite set and let jf  be a cyclic permutation 
on ,jS  and assume that the sets ( ) ZjjS ∈  are disjoint. Let ( )fS,  be the sum 
of the dynamical systems ( ) .ZjjS ∈  Let weights ( ) Zjjw ∈  be given as above, 
and let the probability of a subset A of S be given by (5.1). Then, if SA ⊆  is 
such that ∅≠jSA ∩  for all ,Zj ∈  the average ( )AAE Θ  of AΘ  over A is 
given by 
( ) ( ) .
1
APE AA =Θ  
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If SA ⊆  is such that ∅=kSA ∩  for some ,Zk ∈  then 
( ) ( ) .
1
APE AA <Θ  
Proof. If SA ⊆  and ,∅≠A  put { }.and: ∅≠∈=′ jSAZjjZ ∩  Then 




















1  (5.4) 
by (5.3). Here, there are two possibilities. If ∅≠jSA ∩  for all ,Zj ∈  then 
,ZZ ′=  and as ∑ ∈ =Zj jw 1 (5.4) becomes ( ) ( ).1 APE AA =Θ  That is, in 
this case, Kac’s formula remains true. But if ∅=kSA ∩  for some k, then 
ZZ ⊊′  and so, as ∑ ′∈ <Zj jw ,1  (5.4) becomes 





and Kac’s formula fails. ~ 
We now consider the standard deviation in a system which is a sum of 
finite systems, as above. When SA ⊆  and A is non-empty, the standard 
deviation of AΘ  over A in the system ( )fS,  is taken to be ,Aσ  where 





1 22  (5.5) 
Note that { }( ) jj SwxP =  for ,jSAx ∩∈  by (5.1). However, when the 
system ( )fS,  is a sum of the systems ( ),, jj fS  the probability of a single 
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point within any one system ( )jj fS ,  considered by itself is .1 jS  Now, if 
SA ⊆  is such that ,∅≠jSA ∩  then a straightforward calculation using 
(5.2) shows that 






j ∩∩ =Θ  (5.6) 
so that from (5.5) and (5.6), we see that in ( ),, fS  



























1 2  (5.7) 
We see from (5.6) and (5.7) that the expectation of AΘ  over ,jSA ∩  whether 
taken in the system ( )fS,  or ( ),, jj fS  is the same, and that the same is true 
for the standard deviation. Thus, the expressions ( )ASA jE Θ∩  and jSA∩σ  
have no ambiguity. The following result expresses the relationship between 
the standard deviation Aσ  of recurrence times in a system ( )fS,  that is a 
sum of systems ( )jj fS ,  in terms of the standard deviations of the 
corresponding component systems ( )., jj fS  
Theorem 5.3. Let Z denote either the set N  or an interval in N  of the 
form { }....,,2,1 r  For each ,Zj ∈  let jS  be a non-empty finite set and let 
jf  be a cyclic permutation on ,jS  and assume that the sets ( ) ZjjS ∈  are 
disjoint. Let ( )fS,  be the sum of the dynamical systems ( ) ., Zjjj fS ∈  Let 
weights ( ) Zjjw ∈  be given as above, and let the probability of a subset A of S 
be given by (5.1). Then, if SA ⊆  is such that ∅≠jSA ∩  for all ,Zj ∈  
the standard deviation Aσ  of AΘ  over A in ( )fS,  is given by 
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Proof. As ∅≠jSA ∩  for all ,Zj ∈  Theorem 5.2 gives ( ) =ΘAAE  
( ).1 AP  Then, using (5.5), we have 
( ) ( ) { }( ) ( )
( ) { }( )
( )









22 121  
























( ) ( )∑ ∑ ∑



































−  where we have used (5.3), 





























where we have used (5.7). ~ 
Theorem 5.4. For each N∈j  let jS  be a finite set and let jf  be a 
cyclic permutation on .jS  Assume that the sets in ( ) N∈jjS  are disjoint, and 
let ( )fS,  be the sum of the dynamical systems ( ) ., N∈jjj fS  Let weights 
( ) N∈jjw  be given such that 0>jw  for all j and ∑
∞
= =1 ,1j jw  and let P be 
the probability on the family of all subsets of S as given in (5.1). Let A be a 
subset of S such that ∅≠jSA ∩  for all .N∈j  Let Aσ  denote the standard 
deviation of the recurrence time for AΘ  in the system ( )., fS  Then the 
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following hold: 
 (i) If ∑∞= ∞<1 ,j jj Sw  then .∞<σA  
(ii) If there is 0>M  such that 21jj SAMS ∩≤  for all ,N∈j  
then .∞<σA  
Proof. (i) By (5.8) and by applying Corollary 4.3 to the set jSA ∩  in 

















































as we are assuming ∑∞= ∞<1 .j jj Sw  
(ii) In this case, we again use Corollary 4.3 and apply (5.8) to obtain 
















M  ~ 
If it happens that ∑∞= ∞=1j jj Sw  in the theorem above, then the 
standard deviation Aσ  may or may not be finite, but part (ii) of Theorem 5.4 
gives a sufficient condition for finiteness of Aσ  in this case. However, the 
following example shows it may happen that .∞=σA  
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Example. Consider the case in Theorem 5.3 when N=Z  and jSA ∩  
1=  for all .N∈j  Then ( ) jA Sx =Θ  for all ,jSAx ∩∈  so that jSA∩σ  
0=  for all .N∈j  We see from (5.8) that 









Now once the weights jw  are given, it is clear that we can choose the 
sets jS  in such a way that ∑ ∈ ∞=Zj jj Sw  and we then have .∞=σA  
However, as we have seen in Theorem 5.2, ( ) .∞<ΘAAE  So, the average of 
AΘ  is always finite but the standard deviation may be infinite. 
The preceding example is relevant to the calculation of the standard 
deviation of recurrence times in a different context [9, p. 275]. There, a 





















cj AfP ∩  
and there was no discussion of what happened if this condition was not 





k AfB  for .N∈k  As 
nSA ∩  is a single point, and as f is the cyclic permutation nf  on ,nS  we see 















SB ∩  
It follows that 
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SBw ∩  





























nn Sw  
Again, we see that if the weights nw  are given, we can choose the sets jS  





















cj AfP ∩  
appearing in [9, p. 275] for the finiteness of the standard deviation, is not 
satisfied in this case. 
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